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Project description

Cloud Computing, Internet of Services and Advanced Software Engineering

Cloud computing is a popular and over-hyped concept in ICT. The concept of infinitely scalable elastic resources changing without complex systems administration and paying only for resources used is attractive. These benefits are not immediately realisable. Within-organisation benefits are realisable at considerable cost. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) public CLOUDs have different interfaces and conditions of use thus for an organisation to 'scale out' requires considerable investment using skilled technical staff. The business need is to allow organisations to 'scale out' from their private CLOUD
to public CLOUDs without a technical chasm between. This cannot easily be achieved. Aligned with the EU strategic direction of an open market for services, SOA (service-oriented architecture) offers a way to virtualise across heterogeneous public CLOUDs and organisational private CLOUDs. It opens a market for European SMEs to provide services to be utilised (and paid for) by business applications and for all organisations to benefit from a catalogue of services that can be used across the environment.

PaaSage will deliver an open and integrated platform, to support both deployment and design of Cloud applications, together with an accompanying methodology that allows model-based development, configuration, optimisation, and deployment of existing and new applications independently of the existing underlying Cloud infrastructures. Specifically it will deliver a Cloud Application Modelling and ExecutionLanguage (CAMEL), an IDE (Integrated development environment), execution-level mappers and interfaces and a metadata database.

The Consortium bring together ERCIM for management and STFC as scientific coordinator together with experts in different aspects of CLOUDs ranging from software and services (SINTEF), High Performance Computing (HLRS) and systems development environments (INRIA) to a group of SMEs working on CLOUD systems and end-user organisations with requirements in the CLOUD domain.
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<td></td>
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<td>Research Organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contact the organisation</td>
<td>Erich Schelkle (Prof.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITAET ULM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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89081 Ulm
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France
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Website: Contact the organisation

Administrative Contact: Benjamin Depardon (Dr.)

IDRYMA TECHNOLOGIAS KAI EREVNAS

- Greece
- EU contribution: € 432 975

Address: N Plastira Str 100, 70013 Irakleio
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Website: Contact the organisation

Administrative Contact: Zinovia Papatheodorou (Mrs.)

STIFTELSEN SINTEF

- Norway
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Activity type: Research Organisations
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Administrative Contact: Geir Horn (Mr.)
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<td>-----------------------------------</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEXIANT LIMITED</td>
<td>One Portland Place W1B 1PN London</td>
<td>Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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